Introducing Next Generation SMART® Technology

SMART Connect
Real-Time Nip Analytics

SMART Connect is the most advanced and comprehensive nip monitoring system available to help you improve the performance of all your nipped roll positions, including suction roll and tissue Yankee applications.

SMART Connect comes with its own integrated computer system that controls monitoring, retrieving, saving and displaying data, processing real-time calculations and more.

SMART Connect is simple to install and connect to any existing computer on site. And with the new Value Calculator feature, SMART Connect provides a quick glimpse of your machine’s biggest savings opportunities for actionable decision-making.

New with Connect
With new SMART® Connect technology, it’s never been faster or easier to analyze and tune your machine for maximum productivity!

• Faster, easier start-up
• Connects to your existing site’s computers
• Displays financial savings opportunities for actionable decision-making
• New mobile app for monitoring anywhere, anytime
• Remote, collaborative diagnostics available

From The Pioneers of Intelligent Nip Analytics
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SMART® CONNECT ELIMINATES THE GUESSWORK

Know precisely how your nipped roll positions are performing - from anywhere, at anytime, on any device.

• Monitoring nip performance from any device
• Identifies your cost savings opportunities for actionable decision-making
• Integrates seamlessly to your existing computers
• Easily upgrade your existing SMART installations

SMART® Connect comes with its own integrated computer system to simplify installation and connectivity to any existing computer on your site. In addition, this new system insures continuous monitoring since it cannot be accidentally turned off.

And the data is securely stored on state-of-the-art server technology eliminating the need for separate backup.

SMART® Connect application provides a quick glimpse of your machine’s biggest savings opportunities for actionable decision-making, simultaneously providing nip analytics in both the cross machine direction and machine direction.

It is compatible with all mobile platforms.

SMART® Connect, with available remote access, displays your machine’s nip profiles for diagnostics from any computer with internet access.

Subsequent corrections are then monitored from any location at any time of the day or night. This functionality provides mills the ability to use local and corporate resources to collaboratively assist in solving problems in real-time, as they occur.

SMART® Connect is also an easy upgrade to your existing SMART® Technology installations.

Talk to your local Xerium - Stowe Woodward representative today to find out just how quickly and cost effectively this powerful new functionality can be added to your rolls.

Be sure to see our new video to learn how customers are saving $ millions every year with SMART Technology at www.xerium.com/SMART
Contact your local Xerium representative today to find out just how quickly our exclusive SMART® Technology can help you improve your machine efficiency and reduce operating costs. Learn more at Xerium.com/SMART.